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Outside Panel 3:
Blue Knight Windsor Chairs
An expression of history. An icon of quality.
Bill Peck
Master Chairmaker

Outside Panel 1
Welcome.
In my twenty years of furniture making I have had the opportunity to experience many projects, furniture styles,
and techniques. Nothing has captured my interest and respect quite like the Windsor chair. These classic chairs
offer permanence; both in aesthetics and construction. Using the same methods and tools as craftsman three
centuries ago, Windsor Chairs offer a direct connection to history and tradition. As a woodworker, few things are
more satisfying than designing and constructing a Windsor chair.
The tremendous enjoyment I derive from working on Windsors led me to The Windsor Institute in Hampton, New
Hampshire; the only place in the world dedicated to teaching Windsor chairmaking using traditional methods. In
1999, after an apprenticeship with Mike Dunbar – the nation’s premier Windsor chair craftsman, I earned the title
Master Chairmaker after completing every course offered at the institute.
Now I offer you my knowledge, ability, and dedication to the craft. I welcome the opportunity to make the
comfort, elegance, and satisfaction of a Windsor available for you.
Sincerely,
Bill Peck
Master chairmaker

Inside Panel 1:
Express Yourself
Whether at home or office, your furniture speaks volumes about you.
A handcrafted Windsor Chair is an articulation of authenticity, elegance, and durability. With attention to detail
and careful construction, each chair is flexible, accommodating, and very comfortable. Like a good relationship
these chairs actually grow stronger and tighter over time. Always reliable, you can trust these chairs to make a
statement of quality. If these traits speak to you then consider a Blue Knight Windsor Chair for your home or
office.
The following list offers selections of Blue Knight Windor Chair styles. For a complete list please contact Bill
Peck at 123-4567 or visit www.blueknightwindsorchairs.com.
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Finishes
Choose your chair, choose your finish. Every Blue Knight Windsor Chair is finished with old-fashioned milk
paint. From deep, rich shades to light, airy tints, nearly any color in any hue can be achieved. Colors can also be
layered to achieve a naturally aged look. Milk paint is the smart choice. Made from natural materials it’s nontoxic and environmentally safe. Or, you can keep your chair “in the blond” with unfinished wood.
For more information on finishes, pricing, and ordering please contact Bill Peck at Blue Knight Windsor Chairs or
visit our website where you will find even more Windsor selections.
Website: www.blueknightwindsorchairs.com
Phone: 315-524-8103
Email: bill@blueknightwindsorchairs.com
Address: Bill Peck, Master Chairmaker
Blue Knight Windsor Chairs
2071 Stone Hedge Drive
Ontario, NY 14519

